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Goshka Macuga is an artist who fosters collaboration. Her works 
enter into dialogue with the works of other artists and artifacts of 
various origins. 
Macuga sees learning and experience as part of self-development 
and the emancipation of the human being. In exploring the history 
of humanity, humanism, and also post-humanism, she creates in-
stallations that deal with the beginning and the end of our civiliza-
tion, with the emergence of worldviews, but also their destruction, 
all linked to the question of how our own present is perceived from 
the perspective of the future (for example, the question of artificial 
intelligence). 

By contrasting historic moments from art, culture, science and 
scholarship, philosophy, and politics, she illuminates many differ-
ent complexes of human development. Subjects like gender hierar-
chies, changes in ideological systems, alternative histories, and the 
questioning of apparently secure knowledge have accompanied 
Macuga’s artistic research. 

In the work that provides the title for this exhibition Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation she brings together historical intellectu-
als with important contemporary figures in hypothetical conver-
sations. The presentation of this contemporary installation at 
Germanisches Nationalmusuem and the loans to Nuremberg’s 
Neues Museum enrich this exchange between the two museums 
initiated by the artist. 

The exhibition Intellectual Co-operation is the first solo museum 
show of this Polish-British artist, whose work has been shown 
around the world, in Germany. 

Introduction

„I don’t always agree with everything having to be 
explained and claryfied to people. I think that the 
magic ist the unknown and what you actually 
project onto that artwork and how that artworks 
cultivate you.“ 1 
                                                               
     Goshka Macuga, 2018
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A1  Goshka Macuga 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation,  
Configuration 1, End of History: Guerilla Girls, Pussy Riot,  
Slavoj Žižek, Francis Fukuyama, 2015

A2  Goshka Macuga 
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation,  
Configuration 11, Last Man: Noam Chomsky, Georg Wilhelm 
Hegel, Karl Marx, Friedrich Nietzsche, Mikhail Gorbatchev, 
Francis Fukuyama, 2015

A3  Goshka Macuga > At Germanisches Nationalmuseum
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation,  
Configuration 5, Beginning: Charles Darwin, Madame Blavatsky, 
Nicolaus Copernicus, Martin Reyle, Fred Hoyle, Andrei Linde, 
Stephen Hawking, Yuri Gagarin, Anaximander, Carlo Rovelli, 2015

Since 2015, Goshka Macuga has been working on the series Inter-
national Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, in which she creates 
a hypothetical network of intellectuals from all fields and periods. 
Their bronze portraits are linked to molecular structures: they are 
grouped as themes of complex networks with one another. 

This work refers back to an actual institute with the same name 
that was established in 1922 as a consulting body for the League of 
Nations. It existed until 1946 when it was succeeded by UNESCO. 
The institute’s task was to bring together important thinkers in 
conversation. This regular and continuous dialogue was intended to 

A  International Institute of Intellectual   
   Co-operation, 2015
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provide solutions to the urgent problems of the day: Albert Einstein, 
Marie Curie, and Henri Bergson were just a few of the associa-
tion’s prominent members. 
Macuga expands these dialogues, which actually took place, over 
time and space to a fictional network of historical figures from the 
realms of the natural sciences, philosophy, literature, politics, 
and art. The subjects of these sculptures are loosely linked to the 
work in the next room: a project that explores the history and de-
velopment of humanity. It is a view of the future in which human 
civilization can be replaced by artificial intelligence and machines. 
The post human age that Before the Beginning and After the End 
conjures is discussed in International Institute of Intellectual Co-
operation as a vision of the future. 

Macuga’s sculptural implementation of the idea of the historical 
institute recalls and appeals to the power of intellectual exchange. 
As long as it exists, perhaps solutions could be developed for hu-
manity’s problems to save it from demise. 
The “participating figures” stretch from Socrates to Nicolaus 
Copernicus and Karl Marx to Stephen Hawking. They come from 
various periods and parts of the globe. In so doing, not only actu-
ally possible dialogues, but fictional ones as well are played out. In 
some of the sculptures, gaps are visible. The connecting lines that 
end in nothing allow us to imagine a continuation of the dialogues 
(in the exhibition space as well). 
The exhibition at Neues Museum presents Configuration 1: End of 
History and Configuration 11: Last Man. Both sculptures engage 
with subjects of the end of history, while Configuration 5: Beginning 
shown in parallel at Germanisches Nationalmuseum explores the 
very beginnings. GOSHKA MACUGA, International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, Configuration 11, 2015
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While many of the configurations are hypothetical, the dialogue in 
Configuration 1: End of History between four current intellectuals 
could actually take place: a historian (Francis Fukuyama) and phi-
losopher and social critic (Slavoj Žižek) and two feminist artist 
collectives (Pussy Riot and Guerrilla Girls) of the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries are brought together to discuss the subject 
of the end of human history. All four positions deal with founda-
tional social transformations. The feminist collectives engage with 
the overcoming of traditional, patriarchal social forms and demand 
an end to hegemonic male dominated power structures. The two 
thinkers engage in contrast with general historical and philosoph-
ical questions and processes of social transformation over the past 
decades. 

Configuration 11: Last Man seems at first glance like a slightly dis-
torted cube with relatively clear and simple structures. The six indi-
viduals Noam Chomsky, Georg Friedrich Wilhelm Hegel, Friedrich 
Nietzsche, Mikhail Gorbachev, and Francis Fukuyama are arranged 
close to one another, but all looking in different directions. Macuga 
thus illustrates the multi-perspectival character and complexity of 
philosophical structures of thought. The main figures of this work 
engage with various emphases with the progress of human history. 
The notion of the “last human” is here unavoidable. In this sense, 
depending on our point of view, the entire sculpture seems to tip 
over, or even to collapse. Two of the total of eight corners of the 
cube are not yet occupied: they remain open. 

10

Germanisches Nationalmuseum: 

At Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Configuration 5: Beginning is 
on view. This configuration deals with the subject of beginnings 
viewed almost exclusively from a scientific point of view. Seven of 
the ten participating thinkers are engaged with researching outer 
space and the origins of the universe, the span reaches from the 
pre-Socratic philosopher Anaximander as an early pioneer thinker 
to researchers of the 21st century like Stephen Hawking. Besides 
researching the emergence of the universe, two additional per-
spectives on the beginnings of the world and humanity are added 
here, Darwin and the theory of evolution and the spiritual world-
view of Madam Blavatsky. The spider-like sculpture stretching out 
across the space enters into a dialogue with the stone wall figures 
from the 14th and 15th centuries in the fountain courtyard in front 
of the Charterhouse church. 
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B1  Goshka Macuga 
Death of Marxism, Women of All Lands Unite, 2013 

B2  Goshka Macuga 
Frame for Tichý 22, 2013

B3  Goshka Macuga 
Frame for Tichý 11, 2013

B4  Goshka Macuga 
Gentle Stroll Along the Bank of Volga Canal, 2013

B5  Goshka Macuga 
The Direct Consequence of Particular Social Order 

B6  Goshka Macuga 
Soldiers of the Eleventh Red Army with Political Advisors at the 
Train Station in Baku, 2013

Tapestries like Death of Marxism: Women of All Lands Unite rep-
resent an important work complex in Goshka Macuga’s oeuvre. 
Black and white photographic collages form the foundation for 
these mechanically produced tapestries. Despite its two-dimen-
sionality, this wall work seems like an accessible installation. It 
appears as if the scene could be entered. This effect in Death of 
Marxism results especially from the fact that the tapestry stretches 
down onto the floor. 

12

B  Death of Marxism, Women of All Lands  
 Unite, 2013 / Tichý, 2013

B1

B2
B3

B6
B5
B4



The lower part of the tapestry shows a meadow with a picnic blan-
ket with literature by and about Karl Marx and several pieces of 
clothing, seemingly left behind. The part on the wall shows the 
grave of Karl Marx in London with the inscription, “Workers of all 
lands unite.”  Several women, dressed, seminude or entirely without 
clothing, very different in age and appearance, are assembled at 
the grave. The call “Workers of all lands unite” from the Communist 
Manifesto (1848) by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels is placed in 
an entirely new context in combination with the assembly of fe-
male figures. The depictions of the women are taken in part from 
Macuga’s own store of photographs, but mainly from the voyeur-
istic visual world of Czech photographer Miroslav Tichý (1926–
2011). 

With Death of Marxism: Women of All Lands Unite the artist ex-
plores various and quite problematic representations of women, 
especially from the era of socialist realism. The official and ideo-
logically shaped image of woman is set up against intimate photo-
graphs that were often secretly taken. The domination of the male 
gaze is critically examined. 

Macuga used Tichý’s original negatives to create the collages 
placed alongside the tapestry Frame for Tichý 11 und Frame for 
Tichý 22: the artist developed the snapshots once again and added 
frames or drawings to them. In the photocollages Gentle Stroll 
along the Bank of Volga Canal (2013), Soldiers with the Eleventh 
Red Army with Political Advisors at the Train Station in Baku 
(2013) and The Direct Consequence of Particular Social Order 
(2013) Macuga combines female figures from the visual world of 

15

GOSHKA MACUGA, Death of Marxism, Women of All Lands Unite, 2013



the obsessive photographer with shots of key figures in the Sovi-
et system like Trotsky or Stalin and scenes of male-dominated 
political assemblies. 

In light of the new debate on equality, the #metoo movement, 
and the generally more present perception of everyday and sys-
tematic sexism, these works from 2013 now have a particular 
contemporary relevance. 
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C  Goshka Macuga 
Make Tofu Not War, 2018

PLEASE PUT ON YOUR 3D-GLASSES!

The tapestry Make Tofu Not War, made in 2018, is based on a col-
lage of various photographs, creating a new setting. In this work, 
the artist engages once again with the idea of the apocalypse, but 
now adding other aspects relating to cultural history, evoking as-
sociations to current events and developments. 

The tapestry features three costumed figures that can be found in 
a Scandinavian forest landscape against a mountainous backdrop. 
The human anatomy is clearly recognizable, despite the wolf, rein-
deer, and polar bear costumes. The costumes recall George Or-
well’s Animal Farm. The content of this fictional, dystopian fable is 
that the animals on a farm rise up against their exploitative owner 
and seize control. But the rebellion ends up in tyranny and puts 
the animals into a much more dramatic situation than even before. 
The Tower of Babel recognizable in outlines on the right picks up 
this subject in the broadest sense. The biblical allegory can be un-
derstood as an tale about humanity’s hubris and is perhaps also an 
allusion to humanity’s claim to dominate nature. 

This thought is expanded and amplified by the protest signs. The 
slogans on the signs allude not only to humanity’s approach to na-
ture and animals, but also contain far-reaching political references. 

18

C  Make Tofu Not War, 2018 

C
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The quotation “Democracy must be more than two wolves and a 
sheep voting on what is for dinner,” attributed to Benjamin Frank-
lin, refers to key issues of democratic structures. Democracy can 
only operate when there are more than just two opinions and mi-
norities are not oppressed by the majority. The view from the out-
side and/or the “alien” view of the world is represented by the 
space capsule and an astronaut. At the same time, these two visual 
elements refer to the world of science fi ction. 

In this work, Macuga explores not only political, ethical, and eco-
logical issues, but also refers to the human fascination for the un-
known. By using a 3D technique, Macuga alludes to rapid develop-
ments in the realm of technology and their consequences for 
humanity. The expansion of photography to the third dimension 
was once considered progress, but is now technologically outdated. 

The artist thus indicates the numerous potential problems related 
to rapidly progressing technological development and at the same 
time represent great risks for our existence and that of the earth 
itself. The motifs used on the tapestry underscore the artist’s con-
cern that humanity is about to destroy nature and thus our very 
own habitat, that that we are already on the way to ushering in an 
age without human existence. 

GOSHKA MACUGA, Make Tofu Not War, 2018



D1 Goshka Macuga 
How the Failure of Reconstruction Destroyed Progress, 2018

D2-4  Jiří Kolář
Hommage à Christian Morgenstern, Tryptich, 1965-1966

D5 Běla Kolářová
Large Fastener I-II (Triangle-shaped), Dyptich, 1971

How the Failure of Reconstruction Destroyed Progress is part of a 
new series of works by Goshka Macuga. An engagement with pro-
cesses of destruction and the creation of something new is central 
to these works. The artist cut up a woolen tapestry and interlaced 
it with long black and white ribbons. The materials woven together 
result in a cube pattern that recalls geometric ornaments or graphic 
arrangements from op-art. 

How the Failure of Reconstruction Destroyed Progress is presented 
in Nuremberg alongside two other artworks: Large Fastener I–II 
(1971) by Běla Kolářová and Hommage à Christian Morgenstern 
(1965–1966) by Jiří Kolář. 
The three works refer to one another in several ways. For example, 
everyday materials are used: Kolářová uses snap fasteners as a 
point of departure in her diptych, while for the design of his tri-
partite collage Kolář uses manuscripts that he treats with sealing 
wax and Macuga creates a tapestry. 

22 23

D  How the Failure of Reconstruction 
 Destroyed Progress

D2-4
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GOSHKA MACUGA, How the Failure of Reconstruction Destroyed Progress, 2018

With Kolářová and Kolář, Macuga presents the works of an artist 
couple where the woman’s success, as in many other cases, was 
overshadowed by that of her husband. 

Macuga repeatedly uses works by other artists in her exhibitions. 
“When I show the works of others in a new context and present 
them as elements within my own work, I am not trying to place my 
authorship over that of others; this process rather becomes a 
strategy to research my personal, fragmentary experiences of the 
world,” 2 according to Macuga. With this form of recontextualizing 
or recycling artworks, the artist takes appropriation art as prac-
ticed by Sherrie Levine or Cindy Sherman as a point of departure. 
At the same time, Macuga continues working with principles from 
earlier works like International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation 
and Before the Beginning and After the End. 

The title of the work How the Failure of Reconstruction Destroyed 
Progress shows that a fixation on what currently exists and the 
reconstruction of something present can, under certain conditions, 
stall progress. In addition, reference is made here to the political or 
historical processes, particularly in Eastern Europe, where inno-
vations faced difficulty in implementation or could only be exe-
cuted slowly. 
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E  Goshka Macuga 
Madame Blavatsky, 2006

F  Goshka Macuga 
Somnambulist, 2006

Madame Blavatzky and Somnambulist are two sculptures that 
were created for the exhibition Sleep of Ulro and presented for the 
first time in Liverpool. 

Aware that there is no such thing as “the” truth and “the” narra-
tive, that categorizations of “right” and “wrong” can be misleading 
and block potential paths to knowledge, Macuga develops works 
that include historical, political, and social shifts of meaning 
and new interpretations from the very start. Beside her intellectual 
interest in rationally penetrating subject matter, at the same time 
in realms of the in-between, the unsure and the open that she 
illustrates with works like Madame Blavatzky and Somnambulist. 

“I’ve been interested in mysticism and spiritualism for some time 
now. In general, I am fascinated by the attempts of people in histo-
ry to create alternative belief systems, and their reasons to do so.” 3

 
Macuga’s engagement with Robert Wienes expressionist silent film 
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919) and the Russian occultist and 
co-founder of the Theosophical Society Helena Petrovna Blavatzky 
(1831–1877) led her to the subject of somnambulism. In the 
film, a somnambulist is used as “medium” to carry out certain 

26

E-F  Madame Blavatsky and Somnambulist
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acts unconsciously. In the exhibition, Macuga’s sculpture of the 
somnambulist made of fiberglass and wood is placed on the floor. 

Madame Blavatzky is staged by the artist as a female figure held 
up by magical powers, apparently floating. In this representation 
of this fascinating female figure, the artist seeks to pay homage to 
a woman who in the early 1920s stood in a “field of tension be-
tween rational modernism, irrational darkness and spirituality.” 4   
Helena Petrovna Blavatzky dealt not only with many subjects in 
the realm of spiritualism and esotericism, but also with sleep-
walking, a state of consciousness in the intermediate zone between 
sleep and wakefulness and a phenomenon that has still not been 
entirely explained. 
Based on a statement of Blavatzky, the artist draws parallels to 
the artistic process of creation: “She sees somnambulism as a cre-
ative state in which something is materialized similar to a poem 
or a composition. This can indeed be transferred to art produc-
tion as well.” 5 In her engagement with spiritual, religious, and 
esoteric questions, the artist explores their relationship to ap-
parently secure knowledge. 

GOSHKA MACUGA, Madame Blavatsky, 2006
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G1  Goshka Macuga 
Mirror After Duchamp‘s Oculist Witness, 2003

G2  Goshka Macuga 
Drawing No 3 ‘System of Organizing a First and Second Category 
Point in Space’ After K. Malevich (1922),  2003

G3  Goshka Macuga 
Drawing No 4 ‘Path of Movement of a point’ After K. Malevich 
(1922), Broken Version, 2003

In the series Mirrors, which she began in 2003, Goshka Macuga 
takes recourse to the image of an object and a material that has a 
long tradition in art history. In the Renaissance, for example in 
the famous painting Las Meninas by Diego Velázquez, in classical 
modernism, as in works by the surrealist artist René Magritte, 
and in contemporary art, like the work of Michelangelo Pistoletto, 
mirrors have been used in various contexts and with various the-
matic emphases. The mirror is used as a symbol and as a medium 
that can serve the purpose of self-awareness and can show some-
thing outside the limits of the image. In addition, the relationship 
between appearance and disappearance is explored, as well as lay-
ers of transcendence and magic.  

Macuga engraves the surfaces of mirrors with drawings by fellow 
artists Marcel Duchamp and Kazimir Malevich. Two of the works 
exhibited refer to the suprematist artist Malevich and his 1923 
manifesto The Suprematist Mirror. In this manifesto, he treats 
texts written by figures from various areas of knowledge like the 

G  Mirrors

G  1  2  3
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mathematician P. D. Ouspensky, the theosophist Annie Besant, 
and the occultist Helena Petrovna Blavatsky. Macuga thus estab-
lishes links to her sculptures Madame Blavatsky and Somnambulist 
(see p. 7).

The small format mirror work Oculist Witness is based on a draw-
ing by Marcel Duchamp from 1920. This drawing shows three 
overlapping circular shapes in perspective, and was created based 
on the tables used by eye doctors to measure visual strength. This 
motif already surfaced in Duchamp’s Large Glass (The Bride 
Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even) which was created between 
1915 and 1923, but is today only extant in a reconstructed version. 
Drawing No 4. ‚ Path of Movement of a Point‘ After K. Malevich, 
Broken Version with the mirror destroyed by Macuga creates once 
again a reference to the conceptual artist and his broken Large 
Glass. 
Both the visitors and the exhibition space are involved in these 
works. Macuga thus explores the museum as an institution and 
the relationship to its visitors. With this work series, she investi-
gates various possibilities of how we can perceive ourselves and 
our surroundings, and furthermore illustrates that our reality can 
only be partially experienced. 
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1-6  Before the Beginning and After the   
 End, 2016/2018

1

6

5

4

3

2

1-6  Goshka Macuga in collaboration with Patrick Tresset, 
Before the Beginning and After the End, 2016

The installation Before the Beginning and After the End consists 
of six 9.5-meter long printer’s tables in different colors, with paper 
rolls mounted onto them. The rolls are densely covered with ball-
point pen drawings made by System Paul N robots. This work was 
created in 2015/16 in collaboration with the French artist Patrick 
Tresset, who developed the robotic system. The drawings illustrate 
a narrative of human progress, showing not only people, animals, 
symbols, and writing, but also icons of (art) history or society 
and politics. While they seem rather arbitrary at first glance, if 
we look more closely familiar motifs can be made out. They fit in 
a surprising way within a chronologically structured narrative of 
cultural history. 

The format of the textual scrolls and the technical-formal mode of 
presentation recalls a scientific laboratory in which fragments of 
human life and knowledge are examined but also, more impor-
tantly, preserved. Here, Macuga refers to the significance of the 
textual scroll as a medium that was already used for purposes of 
documentation and storing human knowledge in the earliest of 
civilizations.

These tables are given working titles that mark the course of hu-
man history, including its ultimate end: Beginnings, Humanity’s 
Awakening, Transhumanism, End of Art, Artist Systems, Post 
Singularity. The drawings initially seem made by human hand. 

34



From table to table, increasingly systematic and mechanical-
seeming drawings emerge; robots draw on the last roll of paper 
during the exhibition. The installation dares a look at humanity 
from a post-human perspective: remains of human culture are 
assembled to tell this story, a vision of the future in which human-
ity has long met with its demise. The fact that robots made the 
drawings underscores this idea. 
Various objects are presented like archaeological finds or artifacts 
on the tables and thus in direct dialogue with the drawings, ex-
hibits from the collections of Germanisches Nationalmuseum 
(Tables 1-4) and Neues Museum (Table 5) and from the artist’s 
own collection. 
Before the Beginning and After the End was shown for the first time 
with an entirely different selection of objects at Milan’s Fondazione 
Prada. In the context of Nuremberg as a site of exhibition, the work 
changes by using the collections located here and thus develops 
further to become a “version” specific to Nuremberg. Macuga thus 
establishes a local reference that is typical of many of her projects. 

The work Before the Beginning and After the End belongs in a 
complex of works by the artist that can be summed up as “artist 
as curator.” When, as here, she provides an exhibition architecture 
in the form of printer’s tables, setting subjects and thus arranging 
fitting objects from local collections in relation to them, she works 
curatorially with collections and exhibition spaces in the sense of 
an artistic strategy. This practice is characteristic for her entire 
oeuvre, in which delicate, subjective networks emerge between 
apparently unrelated objects. 

37

GOSHKA MACUGA, Before the Beginning and After the End, Detail, 2016-2018
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The first table Beginnings deals with its subject from various 
perspectives. First of all, there are symbols for chaos and order 
alongside a sketch of the idea of the Big Bang, scientifi c concepts 
on the origin of the world. This complex of drawings is combined 
with the installation’s oldest object, a fragment of the meteorite 
shower that fell to earth sometime between the 2nd and 4th millen-
nium B.C. and resulted in Campo del Cielo. 
In a second area, there are references to the theory of evolution. A 
drawing of a dinosaur and a sketch showing the development from 
monkeys to people are placed alongside a stone axe from the Neo-
lithic period as a symbol for the development of humanity. 
Beside the Big Bang and evolution, the story of creation also plays 
a role, embodied by several depictions of Adam and Eve in the Gar-
den of Eden. Religion is also refl ected in the votive offerings from 
the 19th century. But the drawings not only include symbols on the 
emergence of the world but also premonitions of its ultimate de-
mise: Noah’s Ark and the Tower of Babel. The fi rst table thus al-
ludes to the overall subject of the work as a whole. 
The facsimile of the Behaim Globe stands for humanity’s investi-
gation of the world. The oldest representation of the planet as a 
globe shows the European worldview just before the major dis-
coveries. The original, commissioned by the Nuremberg Town 
Council, was created at the same time as Columbus’ first trip to 
America. The reference to the history of Nuremberg as a city is 
particularly concrete here.  

1  Before the Beginning and After the End

1  Goshka Macuga in collaboration with Patrick Tresset, 
Before the Beginning and After the End, 2016/2018

1a  Meteorite Campo del Cielo, 2000–4000 B. C., Argentina

1b  Animal statuettes (goat, horse, ox), 19th century, Alpine origin * 

1c  Stone ax, 4500 B. C. *
 
1d Votive off erings (head urns), 19th century, Lower Bavaria * 

1e  Reproduction of the Behaim Globe (1492–1494) by Friedrich 
Wilhelm Ghillany, 1960 * 

* Loan: Germanisches Nationalmuseum

1a1a 1b 1c 1d

38
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The second table engages with the subject of human conscious-
ness. Humanity’s Awakening deals with humanity and our per-
spective on our surroundings.  We see Leonard da Vinci’s Vitruvian 
Man among numerous other structural drawings and sketches 
that stand for the exploration of the world by humanity. In addi-
tion, objects like a book on acupuncture are combined with a 
model of the eye. 

In the second area, fears, belief, and superstition are associated 
with humanity’s awakening. A traditional wooden carnival mask is 
placed over a drawing that recalls a medieval stage, but one popu-
lated with skeletons. The facsimile of the Golden Cone of Ezelsdorf, 
a key piece in the collection of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 
outshines the other objects mentioned from this table, if not the 
work as a whole. This cone, the original dating from the 11th–9th 
century BC, was used as a headdress, probably by priests in sun 
worship. As a central focus of the entire work, this archaic religious 
headdress seems like a way out of the unavoidable fate that hu-
manity is rushing toward according to the installation’s narrative. 

2  Before the Beginning and After the End

2  Goshka Macuga in collaboration with Patrick Tresset, 
Before the Beginning and After the End, 2016/2018 

2a  Neanderthal skull, historical copy *

2b  Golden Cone of Ezelsdorf-Buch, contemporary replica, original 
10.-9. century B. C. *

2c  Anatomic eye model of bone and glass, 17th-18th century, 
Nuremberg *

2d  Carnival mask, 19th century, Alpine origin *

2e  Book on acupuncture, China

* Loan: Germanisches Nationalmuseum

2e2a 2b 2c 2d

40
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The subject of the third table is Transhumanism, which looks for 
ways to overcome the natural limits of the human with the help of 
technology and medicine. Artifi cial intelligence and robotics play 
a decisive role here: at the same time, they are seen by critics of the 
theory of transhumanism as the greatest danger to humanity. 
This makes this table the installation’s decisive turning point. In 
the drawings, for example, Pinocchio and Frankenstein’s Monster 
surface as examples of people created by human beings after their 
own image. With the figure of Frankenstein, Macuga refers to 
several points of criticism made of transhumanism. As a renewed 
indication of the immanent end, it stands as a symbol that human 
beings are not aware of the impact of their creation. The creature 
can turn against the master. An alchemistic device, an iBook, and 
a bobblehead fi gure kept in movement by a fi nely tuned mecha-
nism stand for the attempts made by human beings to optimize 
themselves and their creations. Here it becomes especially clear 
that Before the Beginning and After the End also tells a story of pro-
gress that overtakes humanity in the end. 
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3  Before the Beginning and After the End

3  Goshka Macuga in collaboration with Patrick Tresset, 
Before the Beginning and After the End, 2016/2018 

3a Bobbleheads (kneeling monk, praying woman, praying man) 
19th century, Germany *

3b  Large pipette (Destillierglas), 18th–early 19th century, Germany *

3c  Apple Macintosh,  iBook Clamshell Blueberry, 1999

3d  Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, undated, Facsimile

* Loan: Germanisches Nationalmuseum

3d3b 3c3a
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The fourth table explores the End of Art. In various ways, the 
drawings and objects refer to war, death, and decay. The central 
drawing of a mushroom cloud is combined with damaged tin sol-
diers and an armor glove from the 16th century. 
The correspondence between Sigmund Freud and Albert Einstein 
shown here is central. In this correspondence, Einstein sought to 
understand humanity’s destructive nature and to fi nd a solution 
for the violent confl icts of his day with Freud’s help. The exchange 
of letters between the two intellectuals is a direct reference to the 
International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation in the next room. 
The letters were written in the 1920s at the initiative of this histor-
ical association of intellectuals. 

The fatal human history is represented as human-made in Before 
the Beginning and after the End. On the one hand, the work deals 
with humanity’s exaggerated attempts at optimization in trans-
humanism and artistic intelligence, rendering humanity itself su-
perfl uous. At the same time, humanity and the environment is de-
stroyed by violent confl ict in this post-human scenario; humanity 
is responsible for his own demise. With humanity’s war and 
self-destruction, history ends, in the sense of historiography as 
well. 

4  Before the Beginning and After the End

4  Goshka Macuga in collaboration with Patrick Tresset, 
Before the Beginning and After the End, 2016/2018 

4a  Cannonballs or slingshot projectiles, 15th–18th century, 
Nuremberg, Germany *

4b  Armor glove, ca. 1570/1600, Germany *

4c  Daily Graphic, special issue, December 31, 1949

4d  International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation,
Why War? An International Series of Open Letters 2, 1933
Facsimile, letter exchange between Albert Einstein and Sigmund 
Freud, 1933

4e  Tin figures (Roman soldier, soldier lying down in French 
uniform, no head, woman with Upper Bavarian traditional costume), 
19th century, Germany *

4e  Fatwood holder, 19th century, Innviertel *

4e4a 4b 4c 4d 4f

* Loan: Germanisches Nationalmuseum 
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5  Before the Beginning and After the End

4  Goshka Macuga in collaboration with Patrick Tresset, 
Before the Beginning and After the End, 2016/2018

5a  Piero Manzoni, Merda d‘artista, 1961

5b  Halil Altindere, Hard and Light, 1999

5c  Joseph Beuys, The Silence, 1973

5d  Vostell i Aabenraa, 310 Ideas T.O.T., 1978

5e  Paul Neagu, Association of Artists of Romania, ca. 1969

5f  Panamarenko, The Airplane, 1969

5e  Marcel Duchamp, The portable Museum, 1941 / 1968, 
Facsimile, original size, (2015)

5e  Andy Warhol, Index (Book), New York, 1967

5f5a 5b 5d5x 5e5c 5g

But the penultimate table continues the narrative with Artist 
Systems. Objects from the collections of Neues Museum and Institut 
für moderne Kunst are placed on the paper rolls. Macuga for 
example chose Marcel Duchamp’s Boîte en Valise, a portable mi-
niature museum of his own works that he created himself as cura-
tor during his own lifetime. The work is also signifi cant because 
Duchamp, an artist who worked as a curator, can be considered an 
important historical model for Goshka Macuga. Duchamp is also 
taken up in the drawings on the roll of paper. His work represented 
one of the most radical gestures of art history, questioning artistic 
traditions and breaking with them. 
The artworks of Beuys and Manzoni also fi t in the End of Art sub-
ject of the table. Beuys‘ The Silence (1973) is an object of galvani-
zed fi lm reels of Ingmar Bergman’s The Silence from 1963. The 
fi lm rolls are no longer usable, so the fi lm has in fact been brought 
to silence. Manzoni’s work Merda d’artista (1961), which should 
be understood literally (artist’s shit), rounds out this series of art-
works with an ironic commentary on the myth of the artist. The 
paper roll features terms like “fi nish,” “the end of man,” and “the 
end” written repeatedly: there is no escape from the end of hu-
manity. 
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6  Before the Beginning and After the End

4  Goshka Macuga in collaboration with Patrick Tresset, 
Before the Beginning and After the End, 2016/2018 

6a-b  Drawing Robots, 2016/2018,  Robots, paper, pen

On the last table of the installation with the working title Post 
Singularity, there are no objects to be seen. Instead, there are 
robots like the ones that created the drawings on the first five 
tables. In the sense of the narrative of Before the Beginning and 
After the End, these drawing machines seem to be what remains 
after the end of humanity. They outlasted humanity and draw 
without any sense of what they are doing, unconsciously continu-
ing on and on. 
The work is subject to constant change during the entire duration 
of the exhibition and remains open-ended. 

6a6b

GOSHKA MACUGA in collaboration with PATRICK TRESSET,  
Before the Beginning and After the End, Detail, 2016/2018
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Notes

1. See videointerview Tate Modern, London, 2018

2. “Gefiltertes Leben. Eine Installation von Goshka Macuga bei Rüdiger Schöttle,” 

Süddeutsche Zeitung (June 20, 2008).

3. Goshka Macuga in an interview held during the installation of the exhibition. 

4. See Goshka Macuga in: “Geschichte erneuern. Das Archiv als Sammlung. Ein 

Gespräch mit Heinz Schütt,” Kunstforum International 204 (2010), 227

5. ibid 227
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GUIDED TOUR IN ENGLISH
with Anja Skowronski
Thursday, 2. August 2018, 6 p. m.
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